President-elect: Jair Bolsonaro (PSL)

- Born March 21, 1955 (age 63)
- Ex-army captain and 7-term federal deputy for Rio de Janeiro
- Known for his controversial social views and far-right political beliefs
- Campaign prioritized public security, corruption, and the economy
- Vice-President-elect: General Antônio Hamilton Mourão (PRTB)

Results by State

- Bolsonaro (55.1% of vote)
- Haddad (44.9% of vote)

Bolsonaro won 4 of 5 regions, only losing in the Northeast

Vote by Urban Demographic

- Lowest Income Cities (R$200/month and below)
  - Bolsonaro (5%)
  - Haddad (95%)
- Highest Income Cities (R$350/month and higher)
  - Bolsonaro (85%)
  - Haddad (15%)
- Majority-white Cities
  - Bolsonaro (97%)
  - Haddad (3%)
- Majority-non-white cities
  - Bolsonaro (30%)
  - Haddad (70%)

Null and blank votes reached 9.4%, a post-dictatorship record in second-round voting and 90% increase from 2014.

This was the first election since the 2015 ban on corporate campaign contributions.